
 

Prodigy Peek by Fränz - Buch

"I am very, very impressed. I will include this in my own repertoire."
-Luca Volpe

"This week's must-buy. The handling and choreography are immaculate and will
deceive anyone. The best new mentalism material I've read in a while."
-Mark Elsdon

"This is one of my favorite purchases EVER! I had my money's worth within the
first 20 pages and that's before the good stuff even starts."
-Phil R.

"Prodigy Peek is the cleanest, most logical, practical and cleverly thought out
peek routine that I've come across in a long time (maybe ever). Every Mentalist
should have this book in their collection."
- Chris Edwards

"The Prodigy Peek is an absolute worker! Clean, logical, deceptive, versatile,
easy to set up and even easier to perform - what more could you ask for?"
- Thomas Heine, Paralabs

"Prodigy Peek is an extremely well thought out collection of routines, all drawing
on the central principle. Everything makes sense and the choreography appears
seamless. Franz's attention to detail in this book is outstanding. He has gone to
great lengths to tie up any possible loose ends. His justifications always make
sense and are unlikely to draw unwanted attention. The additional routines
included are intriguing and I suspect will further stimulate the creativity of Franz's
readers. One particular routine stood out as a valuable approach to performing a
Q & A that I predict will find favor with many."
- Bill Cushmann

WHAT IS THE PRODIGY PEEK

The Prodigy Peek is a groundbreaking concept in mentalism that will allow you
to read minds and predict your spectators' thoughts with ease. It's practical,
deceptive and extremely versatile. The Prodigy Peek is ideal for walk around
performances, but it can easily be used on big stages as well.
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WHAT PRODIGY PEEK OFFERS:

An amazing, fast-paced routine that involves 2-3 spectators
A perfect justification as to why the thought needs to be written down
Structural misdirection to gain your peek
Great control over critical angles
Fast and easy reset

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?

The main routine walks you through a refreshing way in which to reveal the
thoughts of two spectators, while there are an additional six routines / alternate
handling and thoughts to help keep your creative juices flowing for other ways to
utilize the handling:

Prodigy Peek: Two spectators, two thoughts - double the fun. In this basic
routine of the Prodigy Peek, two thoughts are read at the same time.

Prodigy Q&A: A condensed Q&A routine by Thomas Heine that you can always
carry in your pocket. The perfect way to practice your cold reading skills.

Prodigy Peek X+1: In this variation of the Prodigy Peek, a well-known principle
is used to increase the number of thoughts read to 3.

 Prodigy Prediction: Probably the most deceptive version of the classic animal
gag prediction for close-up performances: One spectator thinks of a word, a
second spectator freely thinks of any animal. The first thought is read, the animal
correctly predicted.

Prodigy Thought Transmission: First, a spectator's freely chosen thought is
read. Then she takes the role of the thought reader and senses a random
thought of another person.

Additionally: Many more tips & ideas on the Prodigy Peek + a bonus routine
that will remind your spectators of the power of their intuition for years to come.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Franz is a mentalist, creator and designer from the North of Germany. As a
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working performer, Franz takes great importance in creating routines that are
equally practical, deceptive and engaging. No wonder, that over the past decade,
Franz's creations have been featured in the stage shows and numerous TV
appearances of Germany's most successful mystery artists
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